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In studying and cmparmg vamous thfories for the detemination 
of the distribution of lo&&g on wings Garner has aven values for the 
lift slope of several fmilies of swept-back and delta wings deduced from 
several different lifting-surface thoones. In Fig.8 of Ref.1, Garner 
has plotted these lift slopes as fudctions of the aspect ratio A , for 
different values of tho snglo of sweep. It ooourred to the writer to try 
plotting the ratio of the lift slope to that for elliptic loa&insteacl 
of the lift slopeitself, and when this was done it was noticed that tho 
above ratio was very nearly independent of aspect ratio A , and gave a 
unique curve for Xl.1 the available results when plotted against sweep-back 
angle, A . 'Be curve is shm in Fig.2 and it will be seen that none of 
the points is more than $ froxl the nean curve end nest are much closer 
than tkus. Tne cases given by Garner cover an aspect ratio range fran 
2 to 8 and a sweep range frm 20' to no, as will be seen Bcz.1 Fig.1, 
reproduced frm his report. The value of the two-dmensiomd. lift slope 
used in dedudng that for elliptic losding at arty given aspect ratio was, 
of ooursa, 2z , since comparison is with potential cslculatio~s on w3ngs 
of Zero thickness. In using the ncsn curve to predict a lift slope for 
practical purposes it night be nore logical to use the most probable value 
of the two-dimensional lift slope for the case in question rather than 
the value for an ideal fluid and sero aerofoil thickness. 

It has been pbssible to make some comparisons of the above 
theoretxcal deductions with mea surement in the C.A.T. at high Reynolds 
nmbsrs, where one could expect a close approximation to potentisl theory. 
The cases avoilablc are four delta wzimgs and one swept.ming in report 
A.R.C. 11,3542, a tapered swept wing on D. bo$y, reported in A.R.C. 13,1553, 
and two untapcred swept wings of W&mess-chord ratios 12% and 5$ on a 
body, the results of which have not yet been reported. 

Thcso cams me collected in the Table, the elliptic loading 
slope having been calculated frcn.1 a value 2x for two-dinensions and 
also for a value 5.9 which is about the least value found from C.A.T. 
tests on strai&t mngs of about IOf& thiclcnoss at the higher Reynolds 
rxmbcrs. The results are plotted X-I Fig.3 for cmparison mth the mean 
curve found in Fig.2, and it will be soon that they lie close to the 
curve and conf'ir~~ voqy wool1 the ntc of changa with angle of Ffeep over 
the rage covered. It would~theroforo appear that this mean curve Can 
be used dth sono conficlance to predict lift slope for a wide rsngo of 
plan-foms. 

While ardyzing the C.A.T. results the opportunity was taken 
to collect also values of the quantity I< in the formula 

Ic 2 CD = CD, t -- CL , Host of the results yield very good stmght lines 

/+?hen 
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when as 10% as the Reynolds number is 
above, 

C& is plot ed against Ch2 
say 5 x 10 t , but below this Reynolds nu&er it is soiletims 

inpossible to obtain a reasonable slope, 
concave upwards, ri&ht fror.1 Ch2 = 0 . 

as the plot is often a curve, 
!rhe values obtained are also 

given in the Table, and it will be seen that for nest of the cases 
considered K is about 1.10 for the wings alone and a little higher 
for wings mth body. It appears therefore that very little induced 
drag pennlty is paid apart frou. that inherent in the low aspect ratio. 

Lastly, in mkiq these analyses it was noted that in sme cases 
there were mrkcd scale effects in the C.A.T. tests at the lower Reynolds 
mmbers. This was particularly the case in the tests of the tapered 
vnng on a body, and the curves of P&s. 4, 5 and 6 have been prepared 
to show how lsqe such scale effects Roy be in SOLB cases. It will be 
seen that while the lift curve is gubstantially the szle at all 
Reynolds nuribers, those of drag and pitch- norlent exhibit considerable 
variations and the values do not settlo down until the Reynolds number 
is of the order of 5 x 106. 
a,Sao.nst C12 

The "straiShteni.ng" of the curve of CD 
as Reynolds number increases is well broqht out in F'ig.6. 

The retits on the two untapered wings, (not yet reported), do not show 
w such narked scale effects. Unfortunately the tests on delta v6.n~~ 
in Ref.2 were not carried to low enough Reynolds numbers, for the scale 
effects to be studied in the sale wsy. It was, however, considered worth 
while to draw attention to the narked scale effects on the tapered wing, 
because r~aqy tests have been nade and are being nade on v&n@ with 
considerable sweep and taper and at Reynolds numbers of the order of a 
LlilhOn. It is evident that the results cnmt be viewed with sme 
suspicion unless there is evidence that the scale effects are not 
iE1portant. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Ratio IC fm 
CS3.3 Aspect ratio Sweep Experinental ---------------- K 

n a0 ldt elope ao = 2x a, = 5.9 cq = -- CL2 
m 

900 Deltas 

(Ref.2) 

2.38 2.77 

3.04 3.87 :*2 . 

60' Delta 
(Ref.2) 2.31 52.5 2.40 

Swept wing 
(Ref.2) 3.07 45 2.92 

Swept and tapered 

vJy;e~3yOQ 3.29 42.5 3.10 

Swept untapered 
r-s on bor& 

(a) t/c = l&c 3.04 45 2.93 

b) t/c = 9% 3.04 45 2.80 

(not yet reported) 

o.aoo 
0.806 
0.787 

0.712 

0.769 

0.792 

0.771 

0.759 

0.839 1 .I0 
O&O 1 .oa 
0.821 1 .I1 

0.737 1.12 

0.796 1.07 

0.825 1.18 

0.802 1.15 

0.790 1 .I5 
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